1. **Scope of validity**
   These General Terms and Conditions for Login Post Connector (hereinafter “LPC GTC”) govern the relationship between the customer (hereinafter “Customer”) and Post CH Ltd (hereinafter “Swiss Post”) for the use of the Login Post Connector service (hereinafter “Service”).

   The LPC GTC supplement the Swiss Post Customer Login GTC and take precedence over them in the event of inconsistencies. The LPC GTC and Swiss Post Customer Login GTC are published online at [www.swisspost.ch/gtc](http://www.swisspost.ch/gtc).

2. **Subscriber and usage requirements**
   Swiss Post offers the Service as a value-added service to supplement the Swiss Post Customer Login range of services.

   Participation and use of the Service requires:
   a) registration by the Customer for the “Swiss Post Customer Login” Service at the website [https://sso.swisspost.ch](https://sso.swisspost.ch) and a stored domicile address
   b) the Customer’s consent to activation of the Service for e-shops chosen by the Customer and authorized by Swiss Post.

   These LPC GTC must be approved unconditionally by the Customer prior to activation of the first e-shop.

3. **Service description**
   The Service allows the Customer to use the access details defined for Swiss Post Customer Login (username, password) to access e-shops chosen by the Customer and authorized by Swiss Post.

   The Service also helps Customers to register and update their data in e-shops. For this purpose, the Customer instructs Swiss Post to transfer selected contact and identification data from Swiss Post Customer Login to the e-shops chosen by the Customer.

   Depending on the requirements of the e-shop, the following data in particular may be transferred:
   - First name, last name
   - Domicile address
   - Alternative delivery addresses
   - Tel. number
   - E-mail address
   - Verification status

   Swiss Post authorizes e-shops to integrate the Service into their login process.

   Swiss Post transfers data only after successfully authenticating the Customer.

   The Customer can manage the Service in Swiss Post Customer Login.

   The Service is free of charge.

4. **Customer obligations**
   The Customer undertakes not to violate any contractual or legal obligations while using the Service.

5. **Amendments to the GTC**
   Swiss Post reserves the right to amend the LPC GTC at any time. The amendments must be expressly accepted by the Customer at the next login.
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